SPSE EXTENDS ANNUAL REPORT COMPETITION
TO REGIONAL PARTICIPANTS
It’s that time of the year again at the South Pacific Stock Exchange (SPSE or Exchange), where amidst the ‘normal
activities’ of an Exchange the likes of listed company Annual General Meetings, daily trading and Public Investor
Education Sessions, a critical part of the SPSE’s Corporate Governance and development agenda has again kicked-off;
The 2016 SPSE Annual Report Competition (ARC or Competition).
This year, however, there’s a new twist to the Competition.

The Evolution: Increasing Regional Footprint
The SPSE understands that evolution is inevitable in the quest for relevance and is therefore always on the lookout
for innovative ways to increase participation. The ARC was no stranger to this approach and review.
SPSE CEO Ms Latileta Qoro shared that “In the recent past, we’ve noted that the Competition attracted (relatively)
the same participants and therefore the winners of each Category became quite predictable. This year, we thought to
take a step back and figure out the most palatable way to mix the Competition up a little. Given the push for regional
integration, extending the competition to regional participants was the obvious choice. To be quite honest, we aren’t
sure what the uptake will be like but well worth a try. At the very least, this should be a catalyst for new Awards and
an elevated level of competition. We encourage entrants from across the South Pacific to enter the Competition as it
is also a networking and regional-benchmarking opportunity”.
Ms Qoro added that regional participation also aligns with the regional integration objectives of the Melanesian
Spearhead Group that Fiji is a part of and augurs well with SPSE’s strategic direction.
This year, the addition of two new Competition judges could mean the inclusion of creative if not innovative awards
to the ARC’s current list.

The Foundation: From Good to Better to Great
The SPSE confirms that whilst certain elements of the ARC have changed, its Raison d'être remains intact. The
Competition goes beyond rewarding quality reporting to stakeholders to a value-adding initiative that is designed to
help entrants identify areas of further refinement. The ARC has been proven to elevate public awareness and the
reputation of participants – and yes, the SPSE ensures that winners are highly publicised. In essence, the question of
‘what value can my company/organisation get out of this competition?’ can be answered best by the ARC’s twin
objectives:
1. Creating a culture of quality disclosure - The
Competition seeks to encourage and reward
robust and additional reporting of valuable nonfinancial information to help stakeholders make
important

financial

decisions,

for

example,

Information on corporate governance practices,
corporate social responsibilities activities and MrNapolioniBatimala,
industry challenges.

CEO Merchant Finance
Limited(2015 Category C
Winner)

“The ARC provides an ideal platform
to increase public awareness for
Merchant Finance Limited (MFL).
The public is given an insight into our
financials, our corporate social
responsibilities and the strategic
direction of the company. We also
have an opportunity to showcase
our products (loans & term
deposits), our leadership (Board,
Subcommittees & CEO) and our
young & energetic team (staff)
ensuring that MFL will be there for
our customers in the long run.”

2. Continuous Improvement - With the assistance of an independent panel of highly qualified judges, this competition
offers participants an opportunity to assess, refine and align their Annual Report disclosures with current
international best practice.
The good news for the more ‘reserved’ entrants is that the Judge’s assessment of each entry is not made publicly
available but can be made available directly to each participant.

The New Experience: Early days yet
This year’s ARC, which opened on 1st June 2016 and closes on 15thSeptember 2016, is being coordinated by SPSE
Management Accountant Ms Upashna Prakash who explained that whilst it is too early to comment on the level of
regional interest, the experience so far has created greater awareness and appreciation of (country-specific)
business-profiles and industry associations within the region. This augurs well for the Exchange’s greater operational
objectives. Ms Prakash added that potential entrants located outside Fiji can rest assured that the Panel of Judges
are suitably qualified to make the required assessments with a mix of expertise and experience covering (inter
alia)Business Advisory, Audit, Tax, Legal, Corporate Governance, Regulatory and Investor Relations.

The Categories: Quite accommodative
For entities interested across the region that are interested in the ARC, there are four (4) Categories to choose from.
Category A: Statutory Authorities, Government Bodies & Unlisted Trusts
Category B: Co-operatives, Non- Profit and Charitable Organizations

Category C: Other Public Companies and Unit Trusts
Category D: Listed Companies
One may notice, however, that a private company does not have a Category to choose from if it so wishes to
participate. The SPSE explains that that stems from experience. Private companies, by virtue of their shareholding
structure are not obliged to venture into the Annual Report space. However, if there are any private companies that
have moved in that direction and wish to enter the ARC, the SPSE confirms that they are more than welcome to.
Another key item to note is that the Competition is limited to Annual Reports for financial year-ends that fall
between 30th June 2015 and 30th June 2016.

Interested?
With a little over two months to go before the Competition closes and formal assessments begin, applicants from
within the region have sufficient time to put together their application which (good news yet again) simply requires
your Team to send 8 copies of your Annual Report to the following address:
“2016 Annual Report Competition”
South Pacific Stock Exchange
GPO Box 11689
SUVA

A little over two months also gives the SPSE enough time to gauge whether taking the ARC regional has its merits and
was well worth exploring.
For further information including those relating listing on the Exchange, listed company performance and/or investing in SPSE listed
companies, please feel free to contact us.

Website:www.spse.com.fjEmail:info@spse.com.fj
Telephone:+679 3304 130 OR +679 3313 764
Facebook:facebook.com/spse.15Twitter:twitter.com/SPSE_

